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Leadership James Macgregor Burns
Few people would challenge the assertion by presidential biographer James MacGregor Burns that
“leadership is one of the most observed and least understood phenomena on earth.”¹ Yet, in the
three ...
The Art of Command: Military Leadership from George Washington to Colin Powell
He praised historian James MacGregor Burns’ definition: “Leadership is a commitment to values and
the perseverance to fight for those values.” “The toughest part of that formula is the commitment
to ...
A Formula for Leadership
As the 1960 presidential campaign was taking shape, an eminent political scientist examined the
top candidates' leadership strategies for bringing an obstinate Congress to heel.
James MacGregor Burns
According to popular Washington legend, James MacGregor Burns has seldom found it necessary ...
by the two Roosevelts--employs heroic-style leadership, intensely personal organization, and the ...
Burns Analyzes the Modern Presidency: The Toughest Job Has Never Been Better
In 1978, James MacGregor Burns defined the concept of a "transformational ... For many reasons,
transformational leadership is an important factor at both the micro, or individual level, and ...
Why Transformational Leadership Is Important
"Everyone is looking forward to a warm and productive relationship with one of the world's top
experts on leadership and followership." Kellerman served as the James MacGregor Burns Lecturer
in ...
Christopher Newport University: Dr. Barbara Kellerman Will Be Visiting Leadership
Scholar
I want you to remember that leadership is not a trait of individuals. Leadership theorist James
MacGregor Burns describes leadership as a collective process, a characteristic of the relationship ...
Letter: Hatred solves nothing
Leonard, Dutch. "Leadership in Crisis Situations." In The Encyclopedia of Leadership, edited by
James MacGregor Burns, George R. Goethals, and Georgia J. Sorenson ...
Leadership in Crisis Situations
Stories are that good. Some final thoughts from successful storytellers: Stephen Denning, now a
senior fellow at the James MacGregor Burns Academy of Leadership and formerly a program
director ...
Why I Tell Stories from the Bible (and Why You Should, Too)
As James MacGregor Burns puts it in his classic work, Leadership: “The most lasting tangible act of
leadership is the creation of an institution – a nation, a social movement, a political ...
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Covenant & Conversation: Sprints and Marathons
and on the board of advisers for the James MacGregor Burns Academy of Leadership at the
University of Maryland. She received the Distinguished Psychologist in Management Award from the
Society of ...
Gallup Board of Directors
As James MacGregor Burns puts it in his classic work, Leadership: “The most lasting tangible act of
leadership is the creation of an institution – a nation, a social movement, a political ...
Sprints and Marathons: Acharei Mot–Kedoshim 5781
He previously was a senior Lecturer at the University of Pennsylvania s Fels Institute for
Government and a Senior Fellow at the James MacGregor Burns Academy of Leadership at the
University Of ...
G. Edward DeSeve
For services to Ophthalmology and Healthcare Leadership during the Covid-19 Response ...
(London, Greater London) Michael James Ryan CBE. Vice President and General Manager Belfast,
Spirit ...
The full list of those on the Queen's Birthday Honours List 2021
For services to Ophthalmology and Healthcare Leadership during the Covid-19 Response ...
(London, Greater London) Michael James Ryan CBE. Vice President and General Manager Belfast,
Spirit ...
Queen's Birthday Honours List in full - Covid heroes recognised
A striking portrait: Artist Antoinette Cauley learned about writer and activist James Baldwin while on
a ... Marcus and Miles “El Mac” MacGregor took a month to paint a 45-foot mural in ...
.
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